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Responding to contemporary discussion about using personal accounts in academic writing,
Personally Speaking: Experience as Evidence in Academic Discourse draws on classical and
current rhetorical theory, feminist theory, and relevant examples from both published writers
and first-year writing students to illustrate the advantages of blending experiential and
academic perspectives. Candace Spigelman examines how merging personal and scholarly
worldviews produces useful contradictions and contributes to a more a complex understanding
in academic writing. This rhetorical move allows for greater insights than the reading or writing
of experiential or academic modes separately does. Personally Speaking foregrounds the semifictitious nature of personal stories and the rhetorical possibilities of evidence as Spigelman
provides strategies for writing instructors who want to teach personal academic argument while
supplying practical mechanisms for evaluating experiential claims. The volume seeks to
complicate and intensify disciplinary debates about how compositionists should write for
publication and what kinds of writing should be taught to composition students. Spigelman not
only supplies evidence as to why the personal can count as evidence but also relates how to
use it effectively by including student samples that reflect particular features of personal
writing. Finally, she lays the groundwork to move narrative from its current site as confessional
writing to the domain of academic discourse.
This sixth edition of THE POCKET WADSWORTH HANDBOOK provides up-to-date, realistic
advice for today's digital-age students. You will find it clearly written, thorough, easy to
navigate, and indispensable for use in college courses and beyond. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
THE BLAIR READER offers 114 essays, seven poems, and two short stories arranged
thematically under ten interesting and thought-provoking topics (e.g., "Family and Memory, The
Politics of Language, The American Dream," and "The Wired Revolution"). NEW FEATURES:
-- Thirty-seven new selections highly-rated by faculty reviewers to encourage critical inquiry -Photographic images with reflective thinking questions in every chapter -- End-of-chapter
Internet research activities for further discovery COMPANION WEBSITE
www.prenhall.com/kirszner The Companion Website provides additional chapter exercises,
links, and activities that reinforce and build upon the material presented in the text. Website
features include: Additional essay and short answer questions for every reading Web links that
provide additional contextual information Web destinations for each essay topic
The Harbrace Reader for Canadians provides a compact collection of Canadian and
international essays ranging from the classic to the contemporary. Selections are organized by
rhetorical mode and include introductions and concluding questions. Edited by the author of
Harcourt's market leading style guide, Fit to Print, this reader gains from Joanne Buckley's
years of teaching and writing composition texts.
Essays written by the author of Hunger of Memory explore such subjects as Corte+a7s's
conquest of Mexico and the state of AIDS-ravaged San Francisco and gauge the spiritual and
moral landscapes of the United States and Mexico. Reprint.
Tongue-Tied is an anthology that gives voice to millions of people who, on a daily basis, are
denied the opportunity to speak in their own language. First-person accounts by Amy Tan,
Sherman Alexie, bell hooks, Richard Rodriguez, Maxine Hong Kingston and many other
authors open windows onto the lives of linguistic minority students and their experience in
coping in school and beyond. Selections from these writers are presented along accessible,
abridged scholarly articles that assess the impact of language policies on the experiences and
life opportunities of minority-language students. Vivid and unforgettable, the readings in
Tongue-Tied are ideal for teaching and learning about American education and for spurring
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informed debate about the many factors that affect students and their lives. Visit our website
for sample chapters!
THE BRIEF CENGAGE HANDBOOK, 8th Edition, provides students with extensive coverage
of rhetorical concerns, the writing and research process, composing in digital environments
and in various genres, and other topics essential for 21st century student writers. This versatile
and proven text is a uniquely effective guide to help students develop the critical thinking,
reading, and writing skills they need to become successful communicators in college and
beyond. Experienced teachers and collaborative writing partners throughout their careers,
Kirszner and Mandell bring an in-the-trenches pragmatic understanding of instructor and
student needs to every page of this edition. This edition has been updated to reflect guidelines
from the 2016 MLA HANDBOOK, Eighth Edition. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Baby Boy Fisher was raised in institutions from the moment of his birth in prison
to a single mother. He ultimately came to live with a foster family, where he
endured near-constant verbal and physical abuse. In his mid-teens he escaped
and enlisted in the navy, where he became a man of the world, raised by the
family he created for himself. Finding Fish shows how, out of this unlikely mix of
deprivation and hope, an artist was born -- first as the child who painted the
feelings his words dared not speak, then as a poet and storyteller who would
eventually become one of Hollywood's most sought-after screenwriters. A
tumultuous and ultimately gratifying tale of self-discovery written in Fisher's gritty
yet melodic literary voice, Finding Fish is an unforgettable reading experience.
This handbook is THE go-to-guide for every kind of writing. With practical advice
on topics ranging from writing effective essays, paragraphs, and sentences to
documenting sources and writing in a digital environment, THE CONCISE
WADSWORTH HANDBOOK, Fourth Edition, is an essential tool. The handbook's
numerous features--including checklists, Close-up boxes, Grammar Checker
boxes, and marginal cross-references--are valuable navigational tools that will
help you understand and apply important concepts to your writing. And,
numerous exercises throughout the text allow you to practice at each stage of the
writing, revising, and editing processes. Available with InfoTrac Student
Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
Marina Whitman is the daughter and only child of John von Neumann, one of the
five Hungarian scientific geniuses dubbed “the Martians” by their colleagues, a
figure often hailed as the greatest mathematician of the 20th century and even as
the greatest scientist after Einstein. He was a key figure in the Manhattan project;
the inventor of game theory; the pioneer developer of the modern stored-program
electronic computer; and, right up until his death, an adviser to the top echelons
of the American military establishment. Whitman’s memoir is the story of how the
cosmopolitan environment in which she was immersed, the demanding
expectations of her parents, and her own struggles to emerge from the shadow of
a larger-than-life parent shaped her life and work. Starting as, in her words, “a
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trailing spouse,” she rose to become a noted academic during the 1960s and
’70s, casting her teaching and writing in the framework of globalization before
the word had been invented. She was the first woman ever to serve on the
President’s Council of Economic Advisers and participated actively in U.S.
efforts to reshape the international monetary and financial system during the
early 1970s. She pioneered the role of women on the boards of leading
multinational corporations, and became the highest-ranking female executive in
the American auto industry in the 1980s, serving not only as GM’s vice president
and chief economist but also as its Cassandra while the firm persisted along a
path that led eventually to its collapse into bankruptcy.
Tokyo Butei High School--- A special school where armed detectives, also known
as "Butei", receive education as well as training. Kinji Tohyama, a sophomore,
has a unique body that can initiate an ability called "hysteria mode" when it is
stimulated a certain way. He tries to keep it a secret but all his dreams of living
the life of an Average Joe get shattered when he becomes a victim of a bombing
incident and meets Butei High "Assault" department elite, Aria H. Kanzaki.
The author concludes his "trilogy of American public life" by contemplating the
many cultural associations of the color brown--toil, decay, impurity, and time--as
he considers the meaning of Hispanics in American society.
Features the writing of Sandra Cisneros, Oscar Hijuelos, Rudolfo Anaya, Julia
Alvarez, and others
Ace the SAT—with the expert guidance of CliffsNotes Four full-length practice
tests Learning modules in the review sections help readers with different
cognitive learning styles Strategies to reduce test-taking anxiety
This story of a teacher's growth as a researcher in the classroom reflects the
larger issues of the debate about this kind of research during the last decade.
BLUEPRINTS FOR WRITING: BUILDING ESSAYS demystifies the writing
process by guiding you through each step of the essay plan, or blueprint. This
text empowers you to write essays from the start, providing numerous practice
exercises, activities, and prompts to help you along the way. BLUEPRINTS FOR
WRITING focuses on the writing process in various modes of development,
offering abundant student writing samples throughout, including more than thirty
student essays. Part III includes four chapters on critical reading, providing close
reading strategies and six professional readings, which are supplemented by
more than twenty additional readings in an appendix. The text also includes
comprehensive coverage of the most common grammar, punctuation,
mechanics, and style issues that you will encounter. Coverage of incorporating
research and practical writing are also included, complete with student samples
that illustrate how writing is relevant to your academic, personal, and professional
life. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
“A truly exceptional book.”—Washington Post There's bad news and good news
about the Cutter High School swim team. The bad news is that they don't have a
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pool. The good news is that only one of them can swim anyway. Bestselling
author Chris Crutcher’s controversial and acclaimed novel follows a group of
outcasts as they take on inequality and injustice in their high school. "Crutcher's
superior gifts as a storyteller and his background as a working therapist combine
to make magic in Whale Talk. The thread of truth in his fiction reminds us that
heroes can come in any shape, color, ability or size, and friendship can bridge
nearly any divide.”—Washington Post T.J. Jones hates the blatant preferential
treatment jocks receive at his high school, and the reverence paid to the varsity
lettermen. When he sees a member of the wrestling team threatening an
underclassman, T.J. decides he’s had enough. He recruits some of the biggest
misfits at Cutter High to form a swim team. They may not have very much talent,
but the All-Night Mermen prove to be way more than T.J. anticipated. As the
unlikely athletes move closer to their goal, these new friends might learn that the
journey is worth more than the reward. For fans of Andrew Smith and Marieke
Nijkamp. "Crutcher offers an unusual yet resonant mixture of black comedy and
tragedy that lays bare the superficiality of the high-school scene. The book's
shocking climax will force readers to re-examine their own values and may cause
them to alter their perception of individuals pegged as 'losers.'"—Publishers
Weekly An American Library Association Best Book for Young Adults New York
Public Library Books for the Teen Age Features a new afterword by Chris
Crutcher
Combining the elements of a reader, rhetoric, research guide, and handbook,
Exploring Literacy offers an introduction to the sustained inquiry that underlies
most academic work. Students are taught effective ways of engaging with
different kinds of texts - memoirs, short fiction, ethnographic writings, academic
essays - and are offered extensive instruction on how to use writing to enrich
their involvement with texts.
The readings in The Writer’s Presence are selected exclusively for the quality of
the writing. Editors Donald McQuade of the University of California, Berkeley, and
Robert Atwan, Series Editor of The Best American Essays scoured hundreds of
essays in search of teachable readings with strong voices and clear points of
view. The result is a blend of classic pieces by favorites like James Baldwin,
Annie Dillard, and Amy Tan; and fresh pieces by rising stars like Michael Pollan,
Geeta Kothari, James McBride, and Daniel Harris. The voices in The Writer’s
Presence represent different communities, time periods, levels of difficulty, and
fields of study, and the topics intersect in intriguing and nuanced ways, giving
students the opportunity to think critically and develop their own voices.
Organized by type of writing and with minimal apparatus, The Writer’s Presence
gives instructors unsurpassed teaching flexibility. With so many exceptional
readings and so many ways to teach them, the possibilities are endless.
With practical advice on topics ranging from writing effective essays, paragraphs,
and sentences to documenting sources and designing Web pages, THE
WADSWORTH HANDBOOK is the essential tool for any college student!
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Tailored to the way students like you study and learn, this handbook is THE go-to
guide for every kind of writing--in and out of the classroom. THE WADSWORTH
HANDBOOK, Tenth Edition, helps you produce sound academic writing,
introducing you to the principles of college writing in the twenty-first century.
Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The story began in 1918, when Gustavo Arellano's great-grandfather and
grandfather arrived in the United States, only to be met with flying potatoes. They
ran, and hid, and then went to work in Orange County's citrus groves, where,
eventually, thousands of fellow Mexican villagers joined them. Gustavo was born
sixty years later, the son of a tomato canner who dropped out of school in the
ninth grade and an illegal immigrant who snuck into this country in the trunk of a
Chevy. Meanwhile, Orange County changed radically, from a bucolic paradise of
orange groves to the land where good Republicans go to die, American
Christianity blossoms, and way too many bad television shows are green-lit. Part
personal narrative, part cultural history, Orange County is the outrageous and
true story of the man behind the wildly popular and controversial column ¡Ask a
Mexican! and the locale that spawned him. It is a tale of growing up in an
immigrant enclave in a crime-ridden neighborhood, but also in a promised land, a
place that has nourished America's soul and Gustavo's family, both in this
country and back in Mexico, for a century. Nationally bestselling author,
syndicated columnist, and the spiciest voice of the Mexican-American
community, Gustavo Arellano delivers the hilarious and poignant follow-up to
¡Ask a Mexican!, his critically acclaimed debut. Orange County not only weaves
Gustavo's family story with the history of Orange County and the modern
Mexican-immigrant experience but also offers sharp, caliente insights into a wide
range of political, cultural, and social issues.
A Study Guide for Richard Rodriguez's "Hunger of Memory: The Education of Richard
Rodriguez," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Nonfiction Classics for Students. This concise
study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions;
historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project,
trust Nonfiction Classics for Students for all of your research needs.
Gathers the fiction, poetry, letters, and essays of Latino authors
This book is a unique, long-needed comprehensive study of whole-discourse form going
beyond traditional prescriptions. Ancient and contemporary innovations are combined with a
new theory and practical application. The author rescues the organization of
persuasive/explanatory prose from long neglect and unimaginative traditional formulas. She
demonstrates a new theory of form fluency in analyses of student texts and applies it in new
'form heuristics' that go beyond outlining. The main audience for this book will be professors
and graduate students in the growing discipline of rhetoric/composition, or any teacher or writer
interested in new ideas about organizing discourse.
A brilliant and provocative exploration of the interconnection of private life and the large-scale
horrors of war and devastation. A Pulitzer Prize and National Book Critics Circle Award finalist,
and a winner of the Bay Area Book Reviewers Association Award, Susan Griffin’s A Chorus of
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Stones is an extraordinary reevaluation of history that explores the links between individual
lives and catastrophic, world-altering violence. One of the most acclaimed and poetic voices of
contemporary American feminism, Griffin delves into the perspective of those whose personal
relationships and family histories were profoundly influenced by war and its often secret
mechanisms: the bomb-maker and the bombing victim, the soldier and the pacifist, the grand
architects who were shaped by personal experience and in turn reshaped the world. Declaring
that “each solitary story belongs to a larger story”—and beginning with the brutal and
heartbreaking circumstances of her own childhood—Griffin examines how the subtle dynamics
of parenthood, childhood, and marriage interweave with the monumental violence of global
conflict. She proffers a bold and powerful new understanding of the psychology of war through
illuminating glimpses into the personal lives of Ernest Hemingway, Mahatma Gandhi, Heinrich
Himmler, British officer Sir Hugh Trenchard, and other historic figures—as well as the munitions
workers at Oak Ridge, a survivor of the Hiroshima bombing, and other humbler yet
indispensible witnesses to history.
THE BRIEF CENGAGE HANDBOOK, 8th Edition, provides students with extensive coverage
of rhetorical concerns, the writing and research process, composing in digital environments
and in various genres, and other topics essential for 21st century student writers. This versatile
and proven text is a uniquely effective guide to help students develop the critical thinking,
reading, and writing skills they need to become successful communicators in college and
beyond. Experienced teachers and collaborative writing partners throughout their careers,
Kirszner and Mandell bring an in-the-trenches pragmatic understanding of instructor and
student needs to every page of this edition. Each student text is packaged with a free Cengage
Essential Reference Card to the MLA HANDBOOK, Eighth Edition. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Born in the 1570s, John Donne was educated at Oxford and Cambridge. As Dean of St Paul''s
he preached before Charles I. He also wrote satire & poetry, but is best remembered as a
great writer of metaphysical poetry. This is his most famous poem.'
This fifth edition of THE CONCISE CENGAGE HANDBOOK provides up-to-date, realistic
advice for today's digital-age students. Instructors and students alike will find it clearly written,
thorough, easy to navigate, and indispensable for use in college courses and beyond. As the
authors of several composition handbooks, Kirszner and Mandell are consistently praised for
their instinct for teaching, clarity, and student-friendliness, successfully bringing their studentcentered approach to their discussion of writing. Each student text is packaged with a free
Cengage Essential Reference Card to the MLA HANDBOOK, Eighth Edition. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

AriaA Memoir of a Bilingual ChildhoodHunger of MemoryThe Education of
Richard RodriguezBantam
Hunger of Memory is the story of Mexican-American Richard Rodriguez, who
begins his schooling in Sacramento, California, knowing just 50 words of English,
and concludes his university studies in the stately quiet of the reading room of the
British Museum. Here is the poignant journey of a “minority student” who pays
the cost of his social assimilation and academic success with a painful alienation
— from his past, his parents, his culture — and so describes the high price of
“making it” in middle-class America. Provocative in its positions on affirmative
action and bilingual education, Hunger of Memory is a powerful political
statement, a profound study of the importance of language ... and the moving,
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intimate portrait of a boy struggling to become a man.
The classic reader that has introduced millions of students to the essay as a
genre.
This fifth edition of THE CONCISE CENGAGE HANDBOOK provides up-to-date,
realistic advice for today's digital-age students. Instructors and students alike will
find it clearly written, thorough, easy to navigate, and indispensable for use in
college courses and beyond. As the authors of several composition handbooks,
Kirszner and Mandell are consistently praised for their instinct for teaching,
clarity, and student-friendliness, successfully bringing their student-centered
approach to their discussion of writing. This edition has been updated to reflect
guidelines from the 2016 MLA HANDBOOK, Eighth Edition. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
"In this important new study, Judith Oster looks at the literature of Chinese
Americans and Jewish Americans in relation to each other. Examining what is
most at issue for both groups as they live between two cultures, languages, and
environments, Oster focuses on the struggles of protagonists to form identities
that are necessarily bicultural and always in process. Recognizing what
poststructuralism has demonstrated regarding the instability of the subject and
the impossibility of a unitary identity, Oster contends that the writers of these
works are attempting to shore up the fragments, to construct, through their texts,
some sort of wholeness and to answer at least partially the questions Who am I?
and Where do I belong?" --Book Jacket.
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